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THE COMMUNICATIVE STRATEGIES
OF THE UKRAINIAN NOBILITY IN THE MID-19th CENTURY

(ACCORDING TO CORRESPONDENCE)

The life of the Ukrainian nobility within the realities of the middle of the 19th century via the
analysis of the communicative strategies is presented in the article. The consideration of the family
correspondence has permitted to reconstruct the complicated network of social and cultural con-
nections of the regional elite, whose representatives realized different range of ideological and
behavioral objectives. The resourceful base of the article was a complex of letters from Galagan's
family archive - a noble family that had origins in Cossacks' officers. The choice of the sources was
determined by the following reasons. Firstly, the family of Galagan maintained close contacts with
the regional nobility and simultaneously, established the new with the imperial authorities according
to the marriage strategies during 18th-19th centuries. Secondly, the perfectly preserved archive provides
the important material for communicative strategies' study on the base of correspondence. This fact
permits to understand the work of social mechanisms affected on the landowners' life of Left-bank
Ukraine during the middle of the 19th century. The aim of the article is to consider communicative
strategies of the Ukrainian elite on the base of the family correspondence from Galagan's archive
during the second half of 1840-s to the middle of 1860-s. The communicative scenarios of the nobility
of Left-bank Ukraine in the connections with the local authority and imperial center, landowners
and peasants, groups of relatives within the noble community have been studied. The documents
consideration provided an opportunity to know the reaction of the Ukrainian nobility to the events of
1840-1860-s: the actions of the imperial government during the reign of the emperors Mykola I and
Oleksandr II regarding Ukraine, the Crimean War, the Peasant reform of 1861 and consequences of
its implementation on the Ukrainian lands. The research results have developed the presentation
of the Ukrainian society in space and time of the 19th century. The article is based on the original
author's conception.

Key words: communicative strategies; network of social connections; correspondence; Ukrainian nobility;
Left-bank Ukraine; 19th century; G. P. Galagan; O. V. Kochubej.

Introduction
The history of the Ukrainian nobility of the 19th century

within the regional variants via the mechanisms of social
action and recurring practices of communication within
the regions has still been an urgent issue. It permits to
demonstrate the sophisticated system of collective duties
as the ground for community's social features. The crucial
material for the study is provided from Left-bank Ukraine
(within the provinces of Poltava and Chernihiv according
to the administrative division of the 19th century). The or-
dinary life of the elite of the region was connected with the
significant stages of Ukrainian early modern and modern
history, namely the times of Poland, Hetmanat creation
and imperial period. Despite the interest's revitalization to
the social history of the region in the works of O. Gurzyi and
Yu. Rusakova (Gurzhii, Rusakov, 2017: 172), T. Lytvynovoi
(Lytvynova, 2011: 732), L. Yakymenko (Yakymenko, 2019:
23-28), etc. during the last decade, the issue of social and
cultural communications of the nobility is not prioritized.

The epistolary heritage as a group of texts with the
particular origins (ego-documents, self-narratives), the
analysis of which demonstrates the individual features of
social relations is a resource base of the study. The cor-
respondence peculiarities "correlate with the forms of

practical actions and with disposition of the agents of
communication in social space" (Kozlova, 2004: 19). The
correspondence is "a crucial form of indirect commu-
nication that reflects all spheres of human life due to its
poly-functional nature" (Abrosymova, 1999: 116). The fact
enables the consideration of the diversity of communication
in community where some social networks exist. The
definition "social network" is explained as the multiplicity
of members belonged to a social system and collection of
connections depicted the interconnection of the persons
(Burt, 1980: 81).

Family correspondence has high informational poten-
tial for the analysis of communication and networked
practices. A group of relatives is an individual social network
as well as an expanded network of personal connections
in a community (Wellman, 2000: 82). The deeper relations
at the social level are behind a family layer in the family
correspondence as an affinity acts simultaneously as a
product and result of social relations (Rothery, 2018: 116).

Having considered all abovementioned, the material
for correspondence study was chosen from the archive of
Galagan's family - one of the most preserved family col-
lections of the nobility of Left-bank Ukraine. It is a complex
of letters written by the main keeper of the collection -
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Grygoriy Pavlovych Galagan (1819-1888), the sixth repre-
sentative of the family, to his uncle-in-law Olexsandr Vasi-
lievych Kochubej (1788-1866), as his wife Kateryna Vasy-
livna Galagan was born Kochubej. The epistolary group
contains the texts covered the great period from 1847 to
1865, and due to the significance of the author in the
Ukrainian history of imperial time is a valuable source for
the study of communication strategies of the Ukrainian
nobility in the mid-19th century.

The correspondence between G.P. Galagan and O.V. Ko-
chubej drew the researchers' attention. In the second half
of 1920-s, Stepovych I.A. who was one of the first resear-
chers of Galagan's archive, published two letters from the
collection of May 1st, 18491 where the life in Kyiv was des-
cribed in 1849 (Stepovych (ed.), 1925: 109-110) and of
November 18th, 1861 that depicted a situation of the pea-
sant reforms implementation in the estates of G.P. Galagan,
one of the richest landowners in Left-bank Ukraine (Ste-
povych, 1927: 11-12). Moreover, the researcher used the
letters in two articles. The first revealed the analysis of
G.P. Galagan's participation in the peasant reforms in the
south-western region (Kyiv, Podillia, Volyn) (Stepovych,
1927: 332-341), the second was devoted to the analysis
of local self-governance on the lands of Left-bank Ukraine
(Stepovych, 1927: 185-189). The communication network
of the Ukrainian nobility with the focus on the relations
between the nobility and peasants at the beginning of
reform period in Russian empire was partially recon-
structed in all publications, mainly in final two.

The value of G.P. Galagan's correspondence with
O.V. Kochubej (along with other materials from Galagan's
archive) has been gradually recognized by the modern
scientists. In particular, T.F. Lytvynova has mentioned the
high potential of the sources that "are the most informative
for the study of spontaneous reactions, motivations,
attitudes…" (Lytvynova, 2011: 624). Kovaliov E.A. re-read
the articles of Stepanovych A.I. in a new way, namely the
need for further study of the correspondence was men-
tioned (Kovalov, 2019). The publication of the G.P. Gala-
gan's letters to O.V. Kochubej has been continued, their
partial characteristics in the context of analysis of the nobility
of Left-bank Ukraine according to the ego documents from
Galagan's archive (Budzar, 2017; Budzar, 2018) have been
presented. The provided context permits to apply the re-
source material for peculiarities consideration of social
connections of the nobility of Left-bank Ukraine in the mid-
dle of the 19th century.

The purpose of the article is to study the communi-
cative strategies of Ukrainian elite on the base of the family
correspondence from Galagan's archive (the letters of
G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej) in the second half of 1840-s
- the mid 1860-s.

Methods
The study is based on the principle of interdisciplinarity.

The methods of archival and resource analysis are applied
for efficient content interpretation of the correspondence,
such as genetic method and problem personalization for
determination of the consequences of text creation and
the circumstances of personal author's life under which it
was written, source attribution and chronology for its cor-
relation with the content and historical events. The problem
and thematic method is used for the correspondence
characterization according to their informative saturation.

The sociological studies were useful regarding the
main principle of work that was a social aspect. Primarily,
it was determined that due to P. Berger and T. Luckmann,

"the social structure was the whole sum of standardization
and repeated examples of interaction created on its base"
(Berger, Luckmann, 1995: 112). Furthermore, we referred
to the particular thesis of actor-network theory of B. Latour,
the base of which was "the ensembles of relations", multi-
component, changing integrity that did not have the in-
dependent existence in a single dimension (physical,
functional or symbolic) (Latour, 2014: 92).

Additionally, a correspondence analysis of Galagan's
archive based on the statement that a social network can
be considered as a whole according to the ego-documents
where the whole structured role relations are reproduced
in society, and as a personal network where the personal
connections are reconstructed.

Results
The complex of G.P. Galagan's letters to O.V. Kochubej

that is the base of the study, has been stored in the funds
of two institutions - The Institute of Manuscript of Vernadsky
National Library of Ukraine (fund III "Letters", 24 texts each
of them is recorded in a separate file) and State Central
Historical Archive of Ukraine in Kyiv (fund 1475 "Galagan,
landowners", 53 texts, united in one file2). It was explained
by the peculiarities of correspondence storage and pro-
cessing, from which A.I. Stepovych had chosen separate
letters (the letters were given to the scientist by the niece
of G.P. Galagan, K.P. Lamzdorf-Galagan) at the end of the
19th century. "I have slowly transferred his letters to the
department of Manuscript of National Library" - A.I. Ste-
povych mentioned in his article in 1928 (Stepovych, 1927:
186). Such dispersion is not correct as the letters are an
integral complex according to the chronology and content.
The regular correspondence began from the marriage
between G.P. Galagan and K.V. Kochubej in 1847 and
finished at the end of 1865 (soon O.V. Kochubej died). The
high informative potential of the letters is caused by
Galagan's personal attitude to his uncle-in-law as well as
to his status, property and social priorities. Being a
descendant of Cossacks' officers, who had seen the whole
Ukrainian history in the past of his family; it meant a lot that
his wife was born as Kochubej. It was the most significant
for him that the old relatives of his wife partially kept a
connection with Ukraine: "My uncles, my old Kochubej
family, good people have preserved something our,
something that has not been vanished despite their life in
St. Petersburg. They are all young in the souls, everyone
has, although, the part is cut, they have maintained the
national name - Kochubej…"3 (the underlines made by
the author, - M.B.). Nevertheless, the fact that O.V. Kochubej
was an active privy councilor, senator, member of the State
Council of Russian empire, had authority in the circles
of the imperial bureaucracy4, was equally important for
G.P. Galagan. He was a powerful person in the connections
with the authority structures for his nephew, who repre-
sented the local reginal nobility.

1 Hereinafter the data is according to the Julian calendar.

2 ЦДІАК України (Центральний державний архів України,
м. Київ) Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 127 аркушів. Листи
Ґалаґана до дядечка Кочубея. (State Central Historical Archive
(SCHA) of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 127 pages.
The letters of Galagan to his uncle-in-law Kochubej) 1847-1865.
3 ІР НБУВ (Інститут Рукопису Національної бібліотеки України
ім. І. В. Вернадського) Фонд I Опис 1 Справа 6923 7 аркушів.
Ґалаґан Г. Записки (The Institute of Manuscript of Vernadsky Na-
tional Library (IMVNL) of Ukraine, Fund I File I Case 6923 7 pages.
Galagan's Notes) 1850 р.
4 Two other uncles of K.K. Galagan had high social status: Demian
Vasyliovych Kochubej (1786-1859) was a member of the State
Council and Arkadiy Vasyliovych Kochubej (1790-1878) was a
senator.
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The family correspondence contains the records of
social and private value. The author's life strategies are
reproduced in the context of communication with the re-
presentatives of particular social groups: the nobility of
Poltava, Chernihiv, Kyiv regions, the authorities' elite, in
particular, imperial officials, peasants of his own estates,
and Kochubej's property, etc. The relatives, primarily Ko-
chubej family, occupied a remarkable place in that system
of communication. It should be mentioned that the letters
of G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej demonstrated in practice
the way of collective connections of the regional community
development when the support service was implemented
within the local network of relatives. Kochubej O.V. perfor-
med a crucial role in the correspondence, his nephew-in-
law applied to him searching support for his social activity,
for the issues connected with his career, closing the legal
cases, etc.

Consequently, there are at least three networked
groups of communication, created by: 1) family connec-
tions; 2) social activity; 3) needs of economic activity. The
networks of cultural and intellectual communications where
G.P. Galagan participated as an adherent of Ukrainian/
Slavophiles' ideas, defender of the concept of national
education, etc. could not be reconstructed according to
the letters. It might happen in the case when O.V. Kochubej
did not share all the thoughts of his nephew-in-law. Having
understood that, G.P. Galagan deeply respected his uncle-
in-law: "I know that you have another point of view in a
number of things, still you are open-minded, and I am
completely sure in this…"5.

The communicative scenarios reflected the particular
historical events, as G.P. Galagan narrated to his recipient
the crucial Ukrainian events in the context of the imperial
realities: the actions of Mykolay I government (the regu-
lations for implementation of inventory management in
Right-bank Ukraine during 1847-1848, militia forces crea-
tion and peasants' rebellions in Right-bank Ukraine during
the Crimean War) and events of Oleksandr II governance
(the beginning and implementation of the peasant reform
during 1858-1865, local self-governance establishment
in 1864, etc.). Each of the communicative scenarios was
directly reconstructed within the context of the event and in
a particular historical perspective.

According to the geographical and territorial principle,
a number of localities vital for the networked connections
of the local nobility were distinguished. There were country
towns Pryluky, Borzna, Kozelets; the centers of provinces
Chernihiv, Poltava, Kyiv, big imperial cities, particularly,
metropolitan St. Petersburg. The country estates of Ga-
lagan family (in Sokyryntsi, Gnylytsia, Lebedynets villages
of Pryluky country town of Poltava province) and Kochubej
family (Kunashivka, Bili Vezi, Borznianskyi country town of
Chernihiv province (at that time), Voronky, Zgurivka, Ko-
zeletskyi country town of Chernihiv province (at that time)
and Prulytskyi country town of Poltava province) occupied
a prominent place in the communication network built in
the letters. Kyiv that had obtained significance in the social
and cultural strategies of the nobility of Left-bank Ukraine
during 1840-1860-s, and St. Petersburg as a center of the
imperial power, the relations with which were vital for the
Ukrainian elite, became the most important centers of
communications.

Research
The consideration of the research results demon-

strates the diverse problematic spectrum in the letters
written by G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej during 18 years,
namely from the author's duties of nobility's leader of
Borznianskyi country town of Chernihiv province during
1847-1851-s, his work for the institutions created for serf-
dom elimination in Russian empire between 1850-1860-s
and the work for the peasant reform and local self-gover-
nance implementation during 1862-1865-s to churches
building and decoration in the estates of O.V. Kochubej,
diseases and deaths of relatives, wine transportation from
St. Petersburg to Ukraine.

Owing to the personal social activity of G.P. Galagan,
his public position and social communication, the letters
depicted the way of enhancement of his connections in
the process of interaction with the country (province)
officials, bourgeoisie, persons from the local nobility, and
the highest imperial authorities. The letters from the end
of 1840-s demonstrated the challenges of social commu-
nications that 30-years old G.P. Galagan had faced when
became a leader of the nobility of Borznianskyi country
town. He was completely sure that a leader's duty was to
care about social improvement, however his thoughts were
not correlated with the realities of a country town: "…only
one thing is unpleasant, it seems to me that the appointed
workers by the government have another view on the
business"6. Galagan G.P. was immediately in the center of
town's conflicts and had to settle the argument with the
local officials and smooth things out with his uncle-in-law,
the most powerful landowner of the country town: "You
have probably heard the complains of a governor of a town
to whom a postmaster filed a complaint. All Borzna has
attacked the postmaster, especially since you were the
reason of such action […] I feel sorry for this man, and
mainly for his children that I have reconciled him with the
governor and now I am appealing to you with a request to
forgive this poor man…"7.

The communications within the nobility of Poltava and
Chernihiv provinces, between the landowners of Left-bank
Ukraine and the landlords of the south-western region of
Right-bank Ukraine, between the separate social layers
of the nobility, bourgeoisie, merchants, Cossacks, des-
cribed in the letters of 1857-1865-s, written during pre-
paration and implementation of the reforms aimed at serf-
dom elimination and local self-governance establishment
in Russian empire, were surprisingly dramatic.

The correspondence during 1857-1861-s displayed
the events from the initial stage of the process of "peasants'
emancipation" to the stage of Chernihiv province com-
mittee's activity regarding settlement and improvement of
the landowners' peasants. Galagan G.P. expressed his
personal public position that he consistently supported in
the letter to O.V. Kochubej of December 14th, 1857: "Never-
theless, having removed selfishness, the noble committee
[…] should not keep a rule to provide immediately many
benefits and rights to the peasants in order to establish
the solid ground for their future prosperity and develop-
ment…"8.

5 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 10 100. Аркуш 1зв. Г. П. Ґалаґан
- О. В. Кочубею, 27 лютого 1859 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine, Fund
III File 1 Case 10 100 Pages. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
February 27th, 1859).

6 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 11 082. Аркуш 1зв. Г. П. Ґала-
ґан - О. В. Кочубею, 27 червня 1848 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine,
Fund III File 1 Case 11 082 Pages. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
June 27th, 1848).
7 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 3-3зв
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Pages 3-3).
8 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 11 094. Аркуш 1зв. Г. П. Ґа-
лаґан - О. В. Кочубею, 14 грудня 1857 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine,
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According to the researchers, "the period of transpa-
rency" at the end of 50-s of the19th century was an extremely
saturated historical period when the views and positions
of the particular people and groups were dynamically
developed under the circumstances, hesitations of the
government policy (Lytvynova, Yakymenko, 2012: 97). The
period was represented in that way in G.P. Galagan's
correspondence with O.V. Kochubej, where the described
nobility was separated into different groups, wherein the
rivals became the author and his relatives, particularly,
V.D. Dunin-Borkovskyi: "There is a terrible mess in Cher-
nihiv. All conservative party ruled by Schabelskyi forced him
even to write complains. Now the members of the party
endeavor to accept Borkovskyi for membership instead of
approved Pidvysotskyi"9.

Wanting to attract as many like-minded people as pos-
sible to the process of the peasant reform implementation,
he tried to use Kochubej's influence among the town's
nobility: "It is a great pleasure that you will participate in the
elections in Borzna, still I am respectively requesting to
convince the noblemen to elect Vasyl Vasyliovych Tar-
novskyi10 as a candidate. Please, persuade the noblemen
that it is much more beneficial to them of having Tarnovskyi
as a deputy from the nobility than from the government…"11.
In this way G.P. Galagan endeavored to increase the small
group of "liberals", "red" in quantity, with whom he acted, in
particular at the meeting of Chernihiv province committee
regarding peasants' household settlement during 1850-
1860-s.

Some descriptive letters during 1863-1865-s were
devoted to the analysis of his acts and public reaction of
Kyiv and the south-western provinces to the decisions of
the interim commission that was in charge of termination
of the mandatory relations between peasants and
landowners, a vice-president of which he became accor-
ding to the imperial decree of July 30th, 1863. He appealed
to O.V. Kochubej, seeking his support in his wish to take
the peasants' side in addressing the issue of land tenure
in the provinces of Right-bank Ukraine that caused a lot of
landowners' complaints and eventually misunderstanding
with the Interior Minister P.O. Valuev, who had initially been
intended to keep the side of the commission according to
the offer of G.P. Galagan.

The analysis of the letters to O.V. Kochubej devoted to
the regulation of the agrarian question of Right-bank
Ukraine in the mid-1860-s, gave understanding that Ga-
lagan's position was not straightforward. He wanted to
protect the interest of peasants from Kyiv, Podillia and Volyn
provinces and weakened the influence of the big lan-
downers, primarily with the Polish origins, in the region.
Simultaneously, he was eager to realize a long-standing
goal of the descendants of Cossacks' officers: to take root
in Right-bank Ukraine. Using a fear of the imperial go-
vernment of January Insurrection (Polish rebellion) during
1863-1864-s, G.P. Galagan supported open anti-Polish
rhetoric with the aim of protecting his point of view (and
attitude of the regional community) in the letters to O.V. Ko-
chubej as to the representative of the state's authorities. In
December 1864 he wrote: "If we try to have a clear
understanding, we will ascertain that the Polish access to
any public activity in the western region means that we

have presented them the region or artificially thrown the
seeds of scorn and turbulence. We need to tolerate them
as foreigners, their life and property should be protected;
however, it is impossible to allow the possibility of their
public activity"12. In the meantime, the representatives of
conservative circles of the local nobility considered the
Galagan's actions regarding the reformation of agrarian
relations in Right-bank Ukraine as politically dangerous
much later. Being in Kyiv, the senator O.O. Polovtsov had
mentioned a thought of S.M. Gudym-Levkovych in his note
book in November 1880: "… the peasants' commission
under the head of Galagan ordered each mediator to press
and eliminate the landowners to the extent possible, by
inciting peasants against them" (Budzar, Kovalov, Tere-
shchenko, D. (Eds)., 2019: 72).

The communicative scenarios between the represen-
tatives of different social layers depicted the beginning of
local self-governance establishment in Poltava and Cher-
nihiv provinces in summer 1865 were equally interesting.
Galagan G.P. described the elections in local self-
governance, particularly in Kozelets, Borzna, Pryluky and
Chernihiv, and had drawn attention to the behavior of voters
from the different social layers. He mentioned an ability of
reaching a consensus between the landowners and
Cossacks, having approved the elections in Kozelets: "The
nobility had good relations with the Cossacks. The last
were offered to sit on the chairs during the elections and
negotiations. Nobody had poorly used the unprecedented
right…"13. The other was a situation in Borzna: "Pidvysotskyi
who had come from it to Kyiv, narrated with anger what
Gamalia and the whole gang of the minor nobility, included
even horse thieves, were doing there…"14. Galagan G.P.
was principally interested in the new communications
between the representatives of different social layers who
had been previously separated in terms of wealth and law.
Stepovych A.I. payed attention to that peculiarity, he
mentioned that the persons from the previously isolated
layers were portrayed, "who were in charge of the common
business and could become closer to some extent, there-
fore the business of local self-governance was adjusted
and continued in more-or-less right way…" (Stepovych,
1928: 186).

Furthermore, the crucial feature of the letters of G.P. Ga-
lagan to O.V. Kochubej was that the author endeavored to
obtain understanding of the governmental initiatives in
economy and agriculture from his respondent, the person
who was closed to the imperial authorities, during the long-
standing correspondence. For instance, he wanted to hear
the views of the authorities regarding inventory regulations
implemented in Right-bank Ukraine where the military
governor of Kyiv, Podillia and Volyn, Governor General
D.G. Bibikov was involved: "I am extremely interested in
the capital's news about the intentions of our sovereign
regarding the implementation of inventory regulations on
our lands"15. The other letter revealed the attitude of the
nobility of Left-bank Ukraine to "the issues of excise tax
and vodka tax payments": "There are negotiations and

Fund III File 1 Case 11 0094 Pages 1. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
December 14th, 1857).
9 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 97.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 97).
10 It was referred to V.V. Tarnovskyi - the older (1810-1866).
11 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 54зв.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 54).

12 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 10 729. Аркуш 2. Г. П. Ґалаґан
- О. В. Кочубею, 27 грудня 1864 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine, Fund
III File 1 Case 10 729 Pages2. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
December 27th, 1864).
13 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 10 730. Аркуш 1. Г. П. Ґалаґан
- О. В. Кочубею, 23 квітня 1865 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine, Fund
III File 1 Case 10 730 Page 1. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
April 23rd, 1865).
14 Ibid. Page 1зв.
15 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 5. (SCHA
of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 5).
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mess everywhere, extraordinary meetings that have not
finished yet…"16.

The special attention in the letters of the mid-1850-s
was devoted to the events of the Crimean War, social
reaction and consequences. Galagan G.P. informed
O.V. Kochubej regarding the additional costs that should
be paid by the Ukrainian nobility according to the military
tax. He was writing that the charity of the nobility of Chernihiv
province: "will be 22 thousand rubles and we should pay
from the tithe, but not from our will"17. The maintaining of
Cossacks' camps: "is expensive, especially in Poltava
province where our expenses are approximately 68 silver
kopecks from one man"18. He expressed the general
dissatisfaction with the recruitment to the militia in Left-
bank Ukraine in that context: "We have no reason for joy,
moreover the general sad mood has been exacerbated by
the latest mail with the news about the militia creation in
our provinces […] Despite the militia is a mean common
for the whole empire, we has hoped that our little-Russian
provinces will not be included into it, at least partially,
providing a little ease for us in comparison with the others.
We have already experienced the significant burden in a
greater degree than the others…"19.

"Kyiv Cossacks" was a high-profile event in Galagan's
letters of spring 1855. It was a reaction of Kyiv province to
the manifest of Mykola I regarding the militia as a hope for
restoring "Cossacks" (regiments of Cossacks). The pea-
sants' desire of personal freedom was a trigger for
establishing the militia. Having clearly understood that the
base of "the actions was freedom from the landowners"20,
G.P. Galagan indirectly accused the nobility of Right-bank
Ukraine in their fail to organize communication with the
peasants: "I need to add that the landowners-Little Rus-
sians who know the problems of the peasants, for example
V.V. Tarnovskyi, do not have rebellions…"21. He blamed the
local authorities for their incompetence in resolving "the
peasant's issue" another way instead of using the violent
means: "The local authorities could not halt the national
movement that had such content, by the other means, only
by shooting people as the enemies of Russia were shot
in Crimea or attacked to death, hence they were not able to
stop them in any other way except by brutal force…"22.

As a result, we could state with caution that correspon-
dence with O.V. Kochubej was an instrument of informing
the authorities about economic, social and political situa-
tion on the Ukrainian lands, about the views of the local
community on the actions of local and central administ-
ration.

 The analysis of the correspondence provides an
opportunity to imagine the space content of communication
of the nobility from Left-bank Ukraine and reconstructs the
towns' images formed in the imagination of community

members. The content of the letters proved that the towns
of country and province were the centers of property, social
and cultural influence for the local nobility. The equation of
noble service to the state (since 1831) provided a possibility
to act for the benefit of the region, without rejecting the
state service. The nobles who wanted to work for the benefit
of their native land and were loyal to the central authorities
with whom they cooperated used the chance.

The places connected with Galagan's service as an
elected official, such as Borzna, Chernihiv, Kyiv were
mentioned in the correspondence more often. In the
imagination of G.P. Galagan Borzna was "a peaceful shelter
for the minor officials"23 at the end of 1840-s, Chernihiv, by
contrast, was presented as a provincial town where "were
more or less good or narrow-minded men in a closed and
inescapable circle of people, and surprisingly tight space
for a person who wanted something beyond the life's small
pleasures…"24. Nevertheless, the image of Chernihiv had
been modified during 1850-1860-s, the crucial processes
for the whole regions happened there, namely preparation
and implementation of the peasant reform and local self-
governance. Kyiv occupied a special place in the cor-
respondence; it was excluded from the category of the
provincial towns due to the author. The content of the letters
illustrated as Kyiv had obtained the features of the
important center of communication for the decades. The
history of Kyiv modernization can be partially followed by
the letters, namely the building of Mykolayv (Chain) bridge,
the second Municipal Theatre, development of the par-
ticular areas. According to Galagan's letter of November
27th, 1854, Kyiv had gradually become a center of the
nobility's residence in Left-bank Ukraine: "Kyiv's community
[…] had slowly included people that should characterize it.
The landowners of our bank of Dnipro had increasingly
arrived and might exceed in quantity the Polish landowners.
The separate circle would be eventually created that we
had been experiencing the lack of till that time…"25. It is
vividly proved the eager of the nobility of Left-bank Ukraine
to take root in Kyiv and extend their influence on Right-
bank Ukraine.

Finally, we can identify the way of the family connections'
usage by the nobility of Left-bank Ukraine for solving the
tough issues connected with service, property, etc. in the
imperial capital. The actions were correlated with the
behavior strategies common for all European elites; they
constituted a crucial basis for establishing the connections
of relations, solidarity and identity (Rothery, 2014: 120).
For instance, in February 1850 G.P. Galagan appealed to
O.V. Kochubej in the case of property dispute (that began
in 1841) and asked his facilitation in the acquisition of
khutor Lebedynets and land division near it26. However,
the nephew-in-law wanted help for the relatives, friends
from his uncle; particularly in June 1855, he referred his
cousin Mykhaylo Markevych's request for finding a place of
an ordinary under a general27. In October 1856, he asked
(on behalf of the other persons) to assist V.D. Dunin-
Borkovskyi in receiving either an award or the next rank
that he deserved as a head of Gorodniansky district28. In
November 1857, he conveyed gratitude on behalf of the

16 Ibid. Page 10зв.
17 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 11 087. Аркуш 2зв. Г. П. Ґа-
лаґан - О. В. Кочубею, 8 січня 1854 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine,
Fund III File 1 Case 11 087 Page 2. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
January 8th, 1854).
18 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 22.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 22).
19 Ibid.
20 ІР НБУВ Фонд III Опис 1 Справа 11 088. Аркуш 2зв. Г. П. Ґа-
лаґан - О. В. Кочубею, 2 квітня 1855 р. (The IMVNL of Ukraine,
Fund III File 1 Case 11 088 Page 2. G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej,
April 2nd, 1855).
21 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 31.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 31).
22 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 34 зв.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 34).

23 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 3. (SCHA
of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 3).
24 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 37-37зв.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 37).
25 ЦДІАК України Фонд 1475 Опис 1 Справа 992 Аркуш 46.
(SCHA of Ukraine in Kyiv Fund 1475 File 1 Case 992 Page 46).
26 Ibid. Page 7-7зв.
27 Ibid. Page 41.
28 Ibid. Page 97.
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relatives of the doctor F.F. Meryng (1822-1887) for facili-
tation in the legal case (Budzar, 2017: 139).

The correspondence proved that the powerful relative
wanted to assist in Galagan's personal career. He did not
reject the help; nevertheless, he remained true to himself
and did not seek a court career. He firmly rejected a rank of
chamberlain and asked O.V. Kochubej to halt the papers if
they had already been submitted: "this court post is not
flattered to me and even due to my age, moreover, I should
not occupy that rank for being useful to my sovereign and
citizens according to my beliefs…"29.

Therefore, communication of the representatives of
reginal elite with the powerful relatives among the autho-
rities secured the efficiency of the complicated network of
the related connections that were simultaneously the
social connections.

Conclusions
The consideration of G.P. Galagan's correspondence

to O.V. Kochubej during 1847-1865-s provides an oppor-
tunity to reconstruct a network of the nobility's social and
cultural communications combined with the political, eco-
nomic and social factors of the social layer from a separate
region of Ukraine during the imperial time.

The letters of G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej are a typical
sample of related communication for the European nobility
where the men belonged to the same social strata re-
presented two different ways of life - regional and imperial;
it is noticed in the peculiarities of their communication
despite the whole sincerity of the relations.

According to the content of the correspondence, the
communication groups can be distinguished within the
network, basically they are created due to economic affairs,
social activity and related connections. The letters describe
the communication levels of the regional community, na-
mely at the level of career contacts, public and political
activity; at the level of interaction between the landowners
and peasants; at the level of securing the needs of support
and networking in the community. The nobility's reaction
on the crucial events of the imperial life and mechanisms
of loyalty/opposition regarding the actions of the local and
central authorities were vividly depicted.

The correspondence displays the geographical di-
mensions of communicative space of the nobility of Left-
bank Ukraine - Poltava and Chernihiv provinces where the
noble estates, country towns and province cities are con-
sidered as the centers of communication network. St. Pe-
tersburg was always the official capital for G.P. Galagan
and his community in any comparison with capital and
province. The definition "province" had gradually disap-
peared in the consciousness of the Ukrainian nobility,
primarily owing to the increase of political, economic and
cultural significance of Kyiv.

Eventually, the letters of G.P. Galagan to O.V. Kochubej
demonstrate how the individual communicative scenarios
have acquired the typological features of behavior stra-
tegies of the social layer - Ukrainian nobility.
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КОМУНІКАЦІЙНІ СТРАТЕГІЇ УКРАЇНСЬКОГО ДВОРЯНСТВА СЕРЕДИНИ XIX ст.
(НА ЕПІСТОЛЯРНОМУ МАТЕРІАЛІ)

У статті досліджено життєдіяльність українського дворянства в реаліях середини XIX ст. через аналіз
його комунікаційних стратегій. Розгляд сімейного листування дозволив реконструювати складну мережу
соціокультурних зв'язків регіональної еліти, в якій її представники реалізовували розмаїтий спектр ідеоло-
гічних і поведінкових завдань. Джерельним матеріалом для статті став комплекс листів з фамільного ар-
хіву Ґалаґанів - дворянського роду козацько-старшинського походження. Вибір джерел обумовлено кілько-
ма причинами. По-перше, завдяки шлюбним стратегіям впродовж XVIII-XIX ст. Ґалаґани зберігали тісні кон-
такти серед регіонального дворянства й водночас споріднювалися з імперською знаттю. По-друге, гарно
збережений архів надає вагомий матеріал для дослідження комунікаційних стратегій саме на підставі лис-
тування. Це дозволяє зрозуміти дію соціальних механізмів, що обумовлювали життя лівобережного панства
середини XIX ст. Метою статті є розгляд комунікаційних стратегій української еліти 2-ї половини 1840-х -
середини 1860-х рр. на основі аналізу сімейного епістолярію з фамільного архіву Ґалаґанів. Автором дослід-
жено комунікаційні сценарії дворянства Лівобережної України у взаєминах між місцевою спільнотою та імпер-
ським центром, між дворянами-землевласниками й селянами, між групами родичів всередині дворянської
спільноти. Розгляд документів дозволив з'ясувати реакцію українського дворянства на низку подій 1840-х -
1860-х років: дії імперського уряду часів правління імператорів Миколи I і Олександра II щодо України, події
Кримської війни, перебіг Селянської реформи 1861 р. та наслідки її реалізації в українських землях. Результа-
ти розвідки поглиблюватимуть уявлення про життя українського соціуму у просторі та часі XIX ст. Стаття ґрун-
тується на оригінальній авторській концепції.

Ключові слова: комунікаційні стратегії; мережа соціальних зв'язків; епістолярій; українське дворянство;
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